VISIONING SUMMIT II — April 21 2016

VISIONING SUMMIT II
@ Gallo Gymnasium — April 21, 2016

This report documents the second Summit gathering in the Visioning & Change Alignment process UC Merced has been conducting to align people on the many change initiatives
currently in process, and to help co-create a real vision for UC Merced. This meeting involved both faculty and staff. Like the first summit, all presentations streamed to persons on
campus who chose to participate on-line, providing input on the same Covision platform using in the gym. The purpose of this Summit II was to review the changes in the vision and
to agree on guidelines for prioritization of projects and the movement to action. This panorama shows the entire gathering, and the support teams to the right that made it possible
to have a networked event. For further information on this meeting, please contact Brian Gresham (Director of Financial Planning and Administrative Operations) is a member of the
Change Alignment Team (CAT) that is guiding the process.
CONFIDENTIAL Report by:
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SUMMIT II PURPOSE

The CAT (Change Alignment Team) augmented by several cabinet members (Marjorie Zatz, Jill Donner, Charles Nies, and Donna Jones) and The Grove consultants, designed this summit. The agenda and
Vision Map were reviewed by the Chancellor and Provost earlier in the week so that everyone was aligned. These are outcomes that everyone agreed reflected the purpose and goals of Summit II. Charts
in this report were created by Kathy Evans, a graphic recorder working with The Grove.
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ORIENTATION & AGENDA
David Sibbet led off the Summit orienting the on-line participants to the agenda and links to streaming
video (chart on right), as well as to the two page agenda at everyone’s seat in Gallo Gymnasium. Members
of the Change Alignment Team are listed below, as well as the support consultants.
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WELCOME AND PURPOSE

Provost Tom Peterson began by praising this project as “on
budget and on schedule.” He noted the great degree of
alignment that he heard at the last summit and is reflected
in everyone’s work on this Summit, and looks forward to
grounding the vision in implementable projects.

Chancellor Dorothy Leland opened the Summit with a warm welcome and invitation to people in Gallo
and on-line to participate fully. She complimented the Change Alignment Team for “being busy,” and
underlined her and leadership’s desire for input. He underlined that this is an evolving process, and
that identifying nearer terms goals and contributions people can make to these is the next step.
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WELCOME AND PURPOSE

This chart outlines the different speakers that “framed” the work of the Summit. Michael Reese and Erik Rolland headed up the CAT. Gisela Wendling and David Sibbet led The Grove
Consultants International facilitation team. Lenny Lind head up a Covision digital input team.
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AGENDA AND GROUND RULES

After welcomes and David’s review of the agenda, Gisela Wendling, the lead facilitator in the Summit, explained the ground rules that would help make Summit II a success.
She underlined the importance of participating with an attitude of curiosity. These conversations and gatherings ignite new ideas and interests and it is important to listen for
understanding and engagement.
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SUPPORT TEAMS

THE GROVE CONSULTANTS INTERNATIONAL: David Sibbet, founder of The Grove and Gisela Wendling, Ph.D., VP of
Global Learning, led The Grove team in helping design, facilitate and document the process, including the infographic
design of the large Storymap murals that illustrated the vision and the various graphic templates used in the process.
COVISION: Lenny Lind, founder of Covision, introduced his team of Ed , Adam and Freddie (shown left). They provided
iPads for every three participants at Gallo Gymnasium, and managed the on-line version of the summit that would be
available on browsers, with the same questions and input screens as used for people in the gym, plus providing a post
summit report with all the input data.

KEVIN WRIGHT: Kevin (fifth from right) assembled a video and audio crew and his lead video producer Tim (left above),
to orchestrate both the in-room media and the streaming on-line media. Anyone who wanted to link into the Summit
could participate real time and see all the presentations. They also managed the traveling microphones and presenter
headsets.
KIM GARNER: UC Merced’s event and key meeting coordinator led a group of students and helpers who managed a
lovely, supportive space for everyone, including lunch and break snacks.
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VISION & CHANGE ALIGNMENT PROCESS OVERVIEW

Michael next provided an overview of the 2016
Vision & Change Alignment Process and its
tracks of activities. The yellow circles represent
the different meetings. He is show above pointing
to the large Summit II part of the graphic. He like
the Provost, underlined how well the process has
been running (one time and on budget).
Yet to go is a review by the Cabinet based on
Summit II input, and a follow-up application of
the guidelines to FY 2017 change project by the
Change Alignment Team (see members on page
3).
This map has been guiding the CAT in leading
this effort.
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VISION & CHANGE ALIGNMENT MAP- UPDATED
Michael Reese (left) Vice Chancellor for Business and Administration and Erik Rolland (right), management faculty, and are the coleaders of the CAT and of the process that has been evolving the map shown below. Erik began with an overview of the vision spiral.
“This, we realized, isn’t a 2020 vision, but a long-term vision, a real vision for our University,” he began, “so we took off the 2020
date. The foundation of our vision is the research and education ribbon, which then spirals up through creativity and innovation, public
engagement, sustainable designing and partnership with an emerging California to support a culture of inquiry discovery and learning
that will enrich the valley and beyond. He pointed out how being an international model was added, as was “diversity”to the value
that underlie the vision. The “transformative education” vision element was added since the last Summit upon review and input from
faculty about the importance of emphasizing the bottom line educational purpose of the University.
Michael Reese explained the CAT’s breakthrough with identification of guidelines that would help prioritize the five streams of change
initiatives, or “pathways, that would carry people toward the vision, with many specific projects already moving and mapped. The
guidelines provide a “beginning” to the process (mapped onto the Beginnings statue). Also important is the ongoing life and quality
of the university, illustrated as crossing Scholars Bridge, whose infrastructure of communication, collaboration and technology help
support ongoing progress.
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WHAT DID WE HEAR AT THE LAST SUMMIT?

This chart records some of the comments made by Erik and Michael as they reviewed the new Vision & Change Alignment Map. Then as a symbolic bridge to looking more closely at both the vision
and the change alignment guidelines, Charles Nies came up to introduce two students, Jessica Rivas, and Devonyo Bills, who shared stories of how meaningful their education at UC Merced was
already. Jessica related the important impact of her Yosemite experiences. Devonyo talked about his chance to stay in the community and give back.
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COVISION INPUT PROCESS & QUESTIONS

LENNY LIND, founder and
President of Covision.

Following the presentations of the vision and the student stories, the Summit II
participants had a chance to reflect. Lenny explained the “Virtuous Engagement Cycle”
that would be followed in the summit. Questions, like the one shown on the iPad image
to the right, are pushed out to everyone who have a chance to discuss in small groups,
putting answers into the Covision platform. (The full list of questions is shown to the
right). Both the on-line and in-room participants saw similar screens. This input was
then reviewed by a “Theme team” from UC Merced, and responded to in a town hall
process by the group as a whole. This pattern will repeat several times.

All of the questions above were visible in the
scrolling browser window.
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VISION THEMES & NEW ACTIVITIES

Here are the themes that arose from the first round of Covision input about the vision
itself. Gregg Camfield reported for the Theme Team.
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The question about what new activities and attitudes one can expect if everyone was
living the vision generated another list of themes, and will inform further shaping of the
values.
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NEW ACTIVITIES & ATTITUDES

Gisela facilitated a town hall
dialogue around the question
shown in the upper left of this
page.
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GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS TEMPLATE INSTRUCTIONS
After a break, everyone was
asked to return and join a
table for the vision element
that called to them. These
were designated by signs
on each table.
David Sibbet then explained
the next part of the Summit
would be a table group
exploration of the Vision
Themes by identifying
tangible goals for the next
two years, and imagining
the kinds of contributions
that would be necessary to
actually move toward those
goals.
A graphic template, shown
here, was on each table. It
was mirrored in a series of
similar questions on-line.
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GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS GROUPS

Here are pictures of most of the table
groups working at Gallo Gymnasium. All the
leadership, Deans, a sprinkling of faculty,
and many staff were present.
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IDENTIFYING “MUST HAVE” GOALS

THEME TEAM

In the last ten minutes of the table activity, everyone was
asked to respond to the two questions below—sharing
the “must have” goals they identified, and some of the
important contributions needed to achieve them.

As the table groups reviewed their graphic template work and answered the Covision questions, the Theme Team (shown
above) reviewed both the in-room and on-line input. In the morning the CAT worked as the Theme Team, In the afternoon
Cabinet members were recruiting to work with the input on guidelines.
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RANGE OF GOALS FOR THE VISION ELEMENTS

Erik Rolland represented the
Theme Team and reported out
on the range of goals identified.
(These high level summaries are
accompanied by full data sets in
the on-line web site connected
with the Visioning process).

Gisela next focused everyone on the big town hall
question shown above in the photo. The inputs from
the this conversation are illustrated on the following
page.
The CAT hoped that this morning exercise would be
helpful in giving people ideas about how to work
with more focused goal setting at a school and unit
level in the fall when more thinking would go into
the immediate changes that are needed to make
progress.
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LEARNING FROM THE GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS WORK

Here is some of the conversation shared at the town hall before lunch. Following are copies of the actual graphic templates filled out by the table groups.
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EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

Charles Nies led off the comments from the perspective of the Excellence in Research Group. Each of the vision themes
had one or two tables working on the themes. People chose the tables based on their interests. There are a large number
of ideas here. This report will be made available to the different leaders, units, and schools indicated by the tables in the
“WHO SHOULD SEE THIS” part of the template.
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TRANSFORMATIVE EDUCATION GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

The Transformative Education vision element was the new one added after faculty input. A General Education program
review is already in the process. Both tables saw that this was approved and implemented. Both saw the importance of
rewarding achievement and performance in some way.
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LEADING IN CREATIVITY & INNOVATION GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

The tables focusing on Leading in Creativity and Innovation covered both student and administrative processes and activities. They
imagined aligned workflow and CRM systems, managers who support innovation, pro action around space utilization, a culture of
fearlessness and “healthy regard for the impossible.” Some imagined leadership being promoted at all levels, ethnic resource centers and
student co-ops.
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ENGAGING THE PUBLIC GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

The vision element Engaging the Public in Scholarship & Creativity replaced Reclaiming the Spirit of Public Service, which
people attending Summit I felt was a bit negative and carried a hint of superiority. This rewording stimulated ideas
about educating the public about UC Merced, doing outreach, holding media days, establishing a Center for Community
Engagement and maybe even a regional high school.
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SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN and PARTNERING WITH AN EMERGING CALIFORNIA GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

Sustainable by Design and Partnering With the Emerging California only had one table each. The Sustainable groups focused
on planning, in the areas of transit to the new Downtown Center that will be created, as well as establishing reporting
structures for departments about how they are doing. They felt that intellectual inclusiveness was essential.
The Partnering table imagined explicitly partnering with industry, elevating the reputation of the campus, establishing a hightech SJV, a food/energy/water news center and a seamless integration of services and opportunities about how UC Merced
affects the community.
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CULTURE OF INQUIRY GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

Throughout the town hall Jason Martin, a member of the CAT and one of the key planners in the move to the Downtown Center
represented participants who are on-line and adding comments. He is shown here reading one of the comments.
The two tables looking at goals for a Culture of Inquiry, Discovery and Learning, imagined expanding learning analytics, encouraging
a post-degree point of view in students, encouraging creative faculty, and giving staff time to be effective. They also imagined
systems for continuing education, equal access education, joint programs with CSU for staff, a campus culture where people go to
symposia and events, and everyone thinks of themselves as students.
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ENRICHING THE VALLEY GOALS & CONTRIBUTIONS

These two tables had no problem imagining
many ways to Enrich the Valley, through
animation of downtown, to community gardens,
mutual betterment projects, and directed
research.
This town hall ended with several comments of
gratitude at having the chance to participate in
this way. These charts will be passed along to
the units and schools doing planning next year.
The group then broke for box lunches.
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AFTER LUNCH — WORKING ON GUIDELINES FOR PRIORITIZATION

Provost Tom Peterson kicked things off after lunch by focusing back on the nearer term and the challenge of implementing
the vision. Chancellor Leland jumped in and reinforced the idea that taking on specific initiatives will give everyone a stronger
sense of purpose.
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FINE TUNING OUR GUIDELINES

The CAT identified some examples of each
Guidelines in this worksheet developed for
the Summit. Michael reviewed these as a
springboard for more input.

Michael Reese next reviewed how the CAT listened to the last Summit and came to appreciate
that a set of guidelines were emerging that could provide direction to prioritization. He asked for
everyone to turn their attention to testing these and adding to their definition.
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EXPLORING GUIDELINES
A second Covision round invited tables to see if any guidelines were
missing, and to provide input for each of the six. David oriented the online people to the correct link to provide their input. He compared the
identification of guidelines as being like the cells in a plant that share
DNA, which provides instruction about what to do in different contexts (like
being underground, or up in the air). Shared, repeating processes are what
give rise to complexity in the natural world. The guidelines would function
like that if owned and understood by everyone.

LUNCH
Box lunches provided everyone a
chance to visit informally at the
various tables, and to review the many
charts now placed around the room.
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CONVERSATIONS ABOUT GUIDELINES

Shown here are the different tables discussing the guidelines.
Members of the Extended Cabinet and CAT spread out among the
groups and participated in the dialogue.
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LEADERS REFLECT ON THEMES

Cabinet members served as the theme team for this round, and identified the themes shown here, initially
introduced by Jill Robbins (Dean of SSHA). Marjorie Zatz (Vice Provost and Dean for Graduate Education), Haiteng
Li, (University Librarian) and Charles Nies (Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs) also reflected on the themes.
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TOWN HALL DIALOGUE ON IMPORTANCE OF GUIDELINES

Gisela is shown her facilitating the conversation that followed from leadership’s review of themes. Student staff served
as microphone runners for people providing comments. All this material will be available on the UC Merced website
dedicated to the Visioning and Change Alignment process.
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OWNING THE VISION — MAKING PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Gregg Camfield provided a set-up for the final activity of the Summit, which was a time for everyone to identify a personal contribution that he or she could make to realizing the UC Merced vision.
“There are always some sour apples in a workplace, and sometime a whole barrel can go bad when we fall victim to a limited script for ourselves. This is a chance to think of a bigger picture and
a better script,” he said.
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PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The participants in Gallo were able
to work on personal worksheets like
the one shown here. Both they and
persons on-line then entered their
ideas about personal contribution in
the Covision system.

Here the different table groups are shown sharing what they would like each of his or her contribution to be going forward.
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PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION THEMES

Haiteng Li reviewed the themes emerging from the many shared ideas
of how to contribute. He read some of the full comments in addition
to reviewing this list.
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PEDAGOGICAL & CURRICULAR INNOVATION

POST DOC & DISSERTATION FELLOWSHIPS

STAFF ENGAGEMENT

As a finale to the day, several examples of how UC Merced is already moving toward its vision were reviewed. Elizabeth
Whitt shared about progress being made in the General Education project leading toward Transformative Education.
Marjorie Zatz reviewed the project to increase Post-doctoral and dissertation fellowships. Brian Powell, Assistant Vice
Chancellor for HR talk about how merit based pay systems and performance management will help with staff engagement.
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TAKEAWAY COMMENTS

Chancellor Leland began the final sharing of takeaways with an appeal to embrace the need for discernment about what is mandatory and what can go on the shelf going forward. Her priorities
are the finalization of this map framework and supporting the schools and units taking it further next year. Gisela then led a final sharing session while Kathy recorded key comments and
takeaways here.
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TAKEAWAYS AND THANKS

UC Merced leadership expressed their appreciation and takeaways at the Summit
came to an end. Marjorie, Charles, Elizabeth, Brian Powell, Erik, and Michael all
shared final thanks and observations. Jason read some comments from on-line
participants.
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NEXT STEPS

The CAT met after the Summit to review next steps. They would schedule a follow-up meeting apply the new guidelines to FY 2017 change projects and develop a more detailed map to those
priorities. The Vision Map would also go through a final refinement stage and go to the Extended Cabinet for review and acceptance. The CAT will also expand its membership a bit to include
more faculty, and work to help schools and units begin more focused goals setting in the fall, in concert with a new Chief of Staff being brought into the university.
For links to the Summit materials and videos click bfsi.ucmerced.edu/2020-visioning-and-change-alignment
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